Smarter boosts innovation to optimize learning outcomes with Lenovo EdTech Consulting.

With daily challenges like teacher retention, IT staff shortages, and growing budget constraints, planning for future innovation in education can be a challenge. Lenovo EdTech Consulting Services with Education Elements provides strategic planning and professional development to boost innovation, optimize IT spend, and develop pedagogical approaches that optimize student engagement and learning outcomes. We’ll help you envision a roadmap to scale classroom transformation and provide the technical and pedagogical guidance needed for a successful journey forward.

Optimize your IT investment.
Digital transformation demands ongoing strategic planning with trusted partners like Lenovo and Education Elements. Given the acceleration of education innovation over the past several years, smart education is required for classroom—and district—success. Now, it’s time to expand your digital ecosystem and understand how to build capacity to implement innovative teaching and learning.

Transform the classroom.
Technology is a transformative tool for learning inside and outside the classroom—but change begins at the district level. Lenovo and Education Elements will partner with your district to chart a strategic plan, kick off key initiatives, and engage stakeholders through effective communication. We’ll help you bridge the gap between vision and implementation in your education ecosystem.

Improve student engagement and outcomes.
Having the right edtech tools in the classroom is a powerful way to encourage students to drive their own learning—and own their learning outcomes. Lenovo and Education Elements help teachers create student-centered learning with blended and personalized models that foster engagement and inspire achievement.
What does Lenovo EdTech Consulting Services provide?

**Strategic planning for innovation**
From alignment and planning to design and launch, Lenovo and Education Elements walk with you every step of the way on the journey to better learning outcomes.

**Professional development for classroom transformation**
First, we’ll engage with your school district to diagnose your distinctive needs and determine the best path forward. Then, after extensive and intentional preparation, we’ll deliver onsite or remote workshops to enable educators and administrators to successfully implement personalized and blended learning.

**Smarter empowers the future of learning.**
Investing in teacher professional development is more critical than ever. Let Lenovo and Education Elements be your guide to implement new instructional models using flexible edtech tools, resulting in empowered educators, successful classrooms, and better learning outcomes.

Redesigning education since 2010
Education Elements works with districts to define and implement the right strategies to successfully realize their vision. Current capabilities are assessed, actionable strategies are developed, and metrics are used to help monitor and measure progress on strategy implementation.

5,000 schools in
400 districts nationwide supporting
5.5M students reaching their full potential

Get started on your district’s digital transformation today with Lenovo EdTech Consulting Services with Education Elements. Visit Lenovo.com/education#services